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CombiHob is a diesel fuelled appliance designed to provide heating and cooking 

facilities in motorhomes, camper vans, narrowboats, barges and motorboats. As 

well as needing a supply of commercially available diesel fuel, CombiHob also 

requires a 12 volt DC power supply. CombiHob must be installed in accordance 

with this manual, deviation from these instructions could potentially result in 

burns, fire, or poisoning. Technical specifications and references to any 

regulations herein, may change without notice. CombiHob automatically adjust 

combustion to operate at altitudes up to 5000 metres. Note- at higher altitudes, 

heat output will be reduced. 
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Scope of delivery 

 

Numbered items are standard supply with Espar CombiHob. Keep all original 

packaging. 

1.CombiHob. 2.Pulse damper. 3.Fuel metering pump. 4.Blue fuel line (vehicle 

only). 5.Inline fuel filter (vehicle only). 6.Fuel tank standpipe. 7.Clear fuel pipe 

pump to HandiHob (vehicle only). 8.NR valve, not required in most recent 

version. 9.Combustion air inlet pipe 28mm. 10.Combustion air inlet assembly. 

11.Fuse carrier assembly. 12.Flexible exhaust 24mm x 1.4m. 13.Exhaust 

termination fitting (vehicle only). 14.Control switch. 15.Fuel pump loom. 

16.Power loom. 17.Exhaust insulation sleeving.  

NOTE: Additional items are required for marine installation. 
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CombiHob operation 

Ensure that there is always adequate ventilation whenever CombiHob is in use. 

 
To start your CombiHob in cooking mode, press button 2 with the lid open or 

closed. To open and close the lid, pull out the black knob at the rear on the 

righthand side. The red indicator light will illuminate and CombiHob will go 

through its start-up sequence, after a few minutes the cooktop will begin to 

warm-up. The power control knob 1 can be used to alter output but for normal 

cooking it is best to leave CombiHob on its highest setting and move the pans to 

different areas on the cooktop. 

To start your CombiHob in heating mode, press button 5 with lid down, the 

amber indicator light will illuminate and CombiHob will go through its start-up 

sequence and begin to produce blown warm air from the lid. The power control 

knob 1 can be used to reduce and increase heat output. 

To start your CombiHob in ventilation mode, press button 6 with lid down, the 

green indictor light will illuminate. In this mode, CombiHob operates as fan only 

and will blow ambient temperature air from the blower lid. 

To turn CombiHob off, press button 2 when in cooking mode, 5 when in heating 

mode & 6 when in ventilation mode. Note: CombiHob will enter a controlled 

cooldown cycle when switched off in either heating or cooking mode, never cut 

the 12 volt DC power supply when the CombiHob is operating. 

Always take care lifting and lowering the blower lid as the lower front section 

can be extremely hot. Never leave CombiHob running with the blower lid up, 

unless at least one kettle or pan is placed on the cooking surface. 

Do not use CombiHob when on the move, or when unattended. CombiHob 

should be switched off and be fully cooled down before attempting any 

refuelling. 

Use flat bottomed pans and kettles designed for use on ceramic hobs. 
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1.Heating power control knob. 2.Hob ‘on’ 

button. 3.Hob in use indicator. 4.Heater blower 

lid in use indicator. 5.Heating ‘on’ button. 

6.Ambient ventilation only button. 

7.Ventilation only indicator. 



Installation location 

 

 

CombiHob should be installed into a kitchenette or gally worktop, to facilitate 

installation, a cut-out 472mm x 339mm in the worksurface is required. However, 

before making any cuts, there are other parameters that need to be considered, 

such as the depth of the CombiHob components that fit beneath the 

worksurface, the need for ventilation totalling 100cm² of free air to the 

CombiHob from the underside of the mounting; Lengths of electrical looms 

provided, lengths of fuel pipes, lengths of combustion air and exhaust pipes. An 

allowance must be made for access to the CombiHob components that are 

beneath the worktop for future servicing requirements and for making fuel, 

exhaust and combustion air connections. 

Installation into work surface 

CombiHob may only be installed horizontally into a worktop aperture 472mm x 

339mm. CombiHob will operate at an inclination angle of no more than 5°. When 

CombiHob is tilted from the horizontal, burner performance will not be 

optimum. Once the worktop cut-out has been made, CombiHob should be 

inverted on a flat, clean, surface, the outermost flanges surrounding the unit 

have U-shaped channels, run a bead of low modulus, high adhesive, silicone 

sealant rated for use up to  165°C  (not provided)  into the channels, ensure the  
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sealant extends above the channel edges. place CombiHob into the cut-out 

pressing down all edges. Allow sealant to fully cure before proceeding to next 

stage. Remember to allow easy access for servicing and later removal of the hob. 

 

 

 

Exhaust installation – vehicle 

The exhaust pipe supplied is the smaller diameter flexible stainless-steel pipe, 

item 12. It is 1.4 metres long and can be shortened if required. The pipe should 

be pushed onto the CombiHob exhaust spigot item c and clamped into place. 

The exhaust should be routed in such a way that it constantly falls away from 

the CombiHob to the point where item 13, the exhaust termination is fitted. The 

exhaust termination should be installed using the integrated bracket, slightly 

underneath the vehicle on the offside, away from any opening doors and/or 

windows. Care should be taken to position the exhaust termination where it will 

not severely impact ground clearance or be subject to dirt and grit being thrown 

up by the vehicle’s wheels, the exhaust termination should be no closer than 

one metre away from the front wheels and half a metre away from the rear 

wheels. Do not fit the exhaust termination facing forward. Before completing 

the exhaust installation, the exhaust insulation sock item 17 should be slid over 

the  outside of the flexible pipe  12  wherever the pipe is within the  vehicle, the     
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insulation can be cut to suit, or simply folded back on itself, as necessary. Do not 

insulate the pipe externally as this will trap moisture, salt and road dirt. Once 

the exhaust pipe is appropriately insulated, connect the flexible exhaust 12 to 

the exhaust termination 13 and clamp into position. 

 

Ensure exhaust continually falls away from CombiHob 

Exhaust installation – marine 

There are two marine exhaust kits for installing CombiHob into boats, both need 

to be ordered separately. Espar part number CH200512ME2 comprises of a 

raked air-cooled stainless steel 24mm skin fitting, a 2-metre insulated 24mm 

flexible stainless steel exhaust pipe,  three exhaust stand-off  brackets and two  

24mm exhaust clamps. When a longer exhaust is required, then Espar part 

number CH200512ME4 comprises of a raked air-cooled stainless steel 30mm 

skin fitting, a 4-metre insulated 30mm flexible stainless steel exhaust pipe, a 

24mm – 30mm exhaust adaptor, five exhaust stand-off brackets, two 30mm 

exhaust clamps and one 24mm exhaust clamp. 

The exhaust skin fitting is raked to encourage the installation of a suitable 

downward turn. Most marine regulations state that the skin fitting should be 

mounted at least 300mm above the normal waterline, Espar recommend 

500mm or more to mitigate water ingress into the exhaust system. The flexible 

exhaust pipe should be clamped onto the CombiHob exhaust spigot item c, it 

should then be lead away in downward orientation toward the skin fitting.  
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Before clamping the flexible exhaust to the skin fitting, the pipe should be 

curved downward at approximately 45° before being fixed into position. At 

intervals of 500mm the flexible exhaust should be secured using the stand-off 

brackets. Ensure that the route taken by the exhaust remains at least 75mm 

away from fuel lines, gas lines electrical cables and combustible materials.  

Exhaust length exceeding four metres is not permitted. 

 

Exhaust should continually fall away from hob. Sharp bends must be avoided. 

Combustion air - vehicle 

Item 9 combustion air intake pipe supplied with CombiHob is 1.4 metres long. 

Also supplied is item 10 air inlet assembly. When installing CombiHob in a 

vehicle, the combustion air intake pipe 9 should be clamped to the hob inlet 

spigot c, the flexible pipe is normally run through a hole in the vehicle floor. 

Where the flexible pipe protrudes underneath the vehicle, it should be trimmed 

so that only approximately 20mm extends below the level of the floor. To 

complete the combustion air assembly, item 10 should be clamped onto the 

short section of flexible pipe exiting the vehicle’s floor. Care should be taken to  
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position the air inlet assembly where it will not severely impact ground 

clearance or be subject to dirt and grit being thrown up by the vehicle’s wheels. 

Do not fit the air inlet assembly facing forward. 

Combustion air – marine 

Most marine regulations state that combustion air for a fuel burning appliance 

should not be taken from the accommodation area, although exceptions are 

made for cooking appliances. As CombiHob can be used as a heater as well as a 

cooker, taking combustion air from outside the accommodation area is 

recommended. Item 9 combustion air intake pipe should be clamped to the 

CombiHob inlet spigot c.  If the supplied 1.4 metres of combustion air intake 

pipe, item 9 is long enough to be able to route to a vented engine space, 

machinery space, locker or void, this is the preferred option. It is not essential 

to use the air inlet assembly item 10 when combustion air is being taken from 

an area as described above, however, it can be useful to use the assembly to 

hold the pipe in place when passing through a bulkhead. The combustion air 

pipe remains cool in operation, so there is no regulatory requirement regarding 

support and distancing from combustibles, fuel lines, gas lines and electrical 

cables, although it can be considered good practice to follow the provisions set 

out in the ‘exhaust installation – marine’ section above. The combustion air 

intake pipe should be routed well away from petrol lines, gas lines and other 

fuel lines transferring highly flammable fuels. 

When using the two-metre marine exhaust kit part number CH200512ME2, it is 

possible to have a longer than standard combustion air intake pipe up to 2.5 

metres long. Espar part number CH200512CA3 is a 2.5 metre combustion air 

intake  pipe  which  may  be  ordered  separately.  When  using  the  four-metre 

exhaust kit CH200512ME4, the standard supplied 1.4 metre combustion air 

intake pipe is the maximum allowable and care should be taken to run this as 

straight as possible. 

Fuel installation – vehicle 

Several vehicle specific fuel tank take-off kits are available to be ordered 

separately at additional cost. Please contact Espar for details. Supplied with 

CombiHob is a universal fuel tank standpipe. Before attempting installation, 

ensure that the fuel tank level is as low as practicably possible, The universal 
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standpipe is installed into the tank by cutting a 25mm hole in the top, horizontal 

surface of the tank using a conical hole saw coated in heavy grease, grease will  

help prevent swarf entering the tank, choose a position for the hole, where once 

the standpipe is installed, it will not interfere with operation of any fuel tank 

level gauge, other apparatus or take-offs associated with the tank. Once the 

25mm hole has been cut, the standpipe can be installed by canting the assembly 

at a slight angle to allow the lugs to enter the tank, then the rubber seal and 

back nut should be put in place before tightening the nut to compress the seal 

so as to make a fuel tight seal on the top, outer surface of the tank. 
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Once the standpipe has been installed, the fuel system should be installed as 

shown in the ‘scope of delivery’ drawing paying particular attention to the 

mounting characteristics of the fuel metering pump. 

 

Connect fuel tank standpipe with the rubber fuel line and clips provided to the 

clear inlet spigot of the fuel filter 5. Using a short section of rubber pipe, connect 

the blue outlet spigot of the fuel filter 5 to the semi-rigid blue nylon fuel pipe 4 

and clamp in place. Run the blue pipe to the inlet spigot of the fuel pump 3, 

make the connection between the blue pipe and the fuel pump inlet with a short 

section of rubber pipe appropriately clamped. From the fuel pump outlet spigot 

on the pulse damper 2, connect the white nylon fuel pipe 7 using a short section 

of rubber pipe and clips supplied. Make the final fuel connection onto the 

CombiHob’s fuel inlet f using a short section of rubber pipe between the hob’s 

spigot and the clear pipe, clamp into position. 

 

When connecting fuel pipe using rubber joiners, do so in such a way as to avoid 

the formation of air bubbles. 

Vehicle fuel system best practice: Keep entire suction line at 1 metre or less. 

Pressure line must be at least 2 metres but can be a maximum of 6 metres. 

Ensure an uphill rise from fuel pump to CombiHob. When cutting nylon fuel pipe, 

use a sharp blade, ensure that ends are deburred and cannot be compressed.  
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Fuel metering pump should be 

mounted at a 15° angle with 

the suction/inlet spigot lowest 

and the pressure outlet/pulse 

damper highest, using the 

supplied rubber mounting 

bracket. 



Make all fuel line connections using the clamps supplied, connections to be 

airtight and leak free. Do not overtighten clamps. Fuel system routing should be 

done in such a way so as to avoid the possibility of damage due to moving parts 

such as propellor shafts, drive shafts, wheels etc. And heat sources such as 

engines, generators, exhausts etc. 

Fuel installation – marine 

Installation of the fuel tank standpipe and orientation of fuel pump should be as 

set out in the ‘Fuel installation – vehicle’ section. To comply with most marine 

regulations, a fuel stopcock should be installed at the tank and all fuel pipes 

should be run in either 3.5mm i.d. rubber fuel hose to ISO 7840 specification. 

Copper, aluminium or stainless-steel pipe is also acceptable but not 

recommended for CombiHob. Marine fuel kit CH200512FK1 can be purchased 

at additional cost and includes an extended fuel tank standpipe with fuel filter, 

fuel stopcock with 3.5mm hose spigot. 6.5 metres of 3.5mm ISO 7840 fuel hose 

and all necessary clamps. Affix the stopcock’s 6mm compression fitting to the 

standpipe, connect a short 0.5 metre length of rubber hose onto the stopcock’s 

3.5mm spigot and clamp, connect the other end of this hose to the inlet spigot 

of the fuel pump 3. Connect longer length of hose to the fuel pump outlet spigot 

on pulse damper 2 (Note: longer hose can only be between 2-6 metres), run the 

fuel hose to the CombiHob avoiding electrics and sources of heat. The final fuel 

connection is made by connecting the longer hose to fuel inlet spigot f. 

Marine fuel system best practice: Keep entire suction line at 1 metre or less. 

Pressure line must be at least 2 metres but can be a maximum of 6 metres. 

Ensure an uphill rise from fuel pump to CombiHob. When cutting fuel hose, use 

a sharp blade, ensure that hose ends are not rough. Make all fuel line 

connections using the clamps supplied, connections to be airtight and leak free. 

Do not overtighten clamps. Fuel system routing should be done in such a way so 

as to avoid the possibility of damage due to moving parts such as propellor shaft 

and avoiding heat sources such as engines, generators, exhausts etc. Keep all 

CombiHob fuel lines at least 75mm from combustibles, electrics, gas lines and 

exhausts. Fuel kit part number CH200512FK1 includes a special standpipe 

incorporating a replaceable fuel filter, the plastic in-line vehicle fuel filter should 

not be used for marine applications. Some marine regulations such as Lloyds and 

RINA may not allow the use of ISO7840 hose. 
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Electrics 

Wiring diagram 

 

Power 

The main power loom 16, has two cables - red and brown. Connect the red cable 

to a positive 12 volt supply utilising fuse carrier 11. The brown cable should be 

connected to a negative 12 volt supply. Ideally power for the CombiHob should 

be taken directly from an auxiliary/domestic battery, although if careful, the 

vehicles main engine start battery can be used. To prevent voltage drop, it is 

best not to take power via a distribution panel. For now, remove the fuse from 

11 and keep safe. Connect the other end of the power loom 16 to CombiHob’ 

connection b.  

Control 

Mount control switch 14 in a convenient location close to CombiHob but away 

from heat sources including heat that will be generated by the hob when 

operating in both heating and cooking modes. The control loom is integrated 

into the switch, once a location for the control switch has been chosen and the 

unit mounted, connect the free end of the loom to the CombiHob connection d. 
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Fuel pump 

The fuel pump loom 15 has dedicated connectors at each end, connect the black 

fitting to the fuel pump and the white fitting to the CombiHob connection e. 

Electrics best practice. Ensure all electrical looms are routed safely, well away 

from sources of heat, fuel lines, combustibles and any moving parts that could 

cause mechanical damage such as propellor shafts, engines and generators. To 

comply with most marine regulations, electrical looms should be separated by 

at least 75mm from fuel lines, gas lines and sources of heat, the exceptions being 

the fuel pump electrical connection and the connections to the CombiHob. 

Commissioning 

Once the installation instructions have been completed, replace the fuse in fuse 

carrier 11. With blower lid down, switch CombiHob on using either button 2 or 

5, CombiHob will then enter its start-up phase, during initial start-up the fuel 

pump 3 will begin ticking, this is normal, at this stage, the pump will attempt to 

prime the entire fuel system, there will be no combustion until fuel enters the 

burner, depending on the length of the fuel system, it is likely to take a number 

of attempts before CombiHob fires-up and runs, remember that there will 

always have to be a cooldown cycle before a re-start can be attempted. After 

first start-up, the fuel system will remain primed if there are no leaks, with a 

fully primed fuel system, CombiHob should now be ready to start on a first 

attempt. On first start-up and possibly over the next few start-ups, it is likely that 

there will be some ‘hot’ odours from the hob and the exhaust, after a while, 

these odours will; settle down. 

Maintenance 

The ceramic cooking surface should always be kept clean. Before use, wiping the 

surface and the bottom of any pan/kettle with a clean, damp, soft cloth will help 

to prevent scratching. Occasionally, to maintain the gloss finish, use a 

proprietary ceramic hob cleaning product following the manufacturer’s 

instructions, do not use cleaners containing abrasives. Placing a pan or kettle 

onto the cooking surface which may have hard particles left on it from previous 

cooking, will undoubtedly scratch the surface. The best maintenance for the 

CombiHob’s burner, is to fire-up the hob frequently for an hour or so making 

sure that batteries are fully charged, main fuse is intact and securely located and 
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fuel level isn’t low.  Ideally this should be done once per month.  As part of    

normal vehicle/boat maintenance, the fuel filter should be checked for 

contamination and all electrical connections are secure and making good 

contact, exhaust and combustion air should be checked for 

damage/obstructions. Longer term maintenance should take place every 1500 

hours and is likely to include de-coking of the combustion chamber, replacement 

of the burner’s bottom matting and cleaning/replacement of the glow pin 

ignition device. Combustion chamber, ceramic top and flexible exhaust should 

be replaced every ten years. 

Fault finding 

When an attempt is made to start CombiHob in any mode and the corresponding 

LED (3/4/7) on the control switch 14 fails to light up, usually this will be due to a 

lack of 12 volt power. It might be that the main fuse has blown or is not making 

contact; the battery may be flat, the main power connections have become 

loose, or the control switch electrical loom has become disconnected at the 

CombiHob. If LED 3 or 4 does light and the CombiHob fails to operate, it will 

enter a self-diagnostics mode, the LED will flash a number of flashes with a three 

second interval before the flashes repeat. CombiHob will remain in diagnostics 

mode with the flash code continually repeating until the fault is rectified and 

CombiHob is reset. To reset CombiHob after a diagnostics mode session. 

Remove fuse from fuse carrier, wait thirty seconds before refitting fuse, 

CombiHob will now be ready to use again. 

Flash codes 

Codes are for CombiHob only. There will be a three second interval between 

flash sequence, flash code will then repeat continually until fault is rectified. 

Number of 
flashes 

Fault description Possible remedy 

1 Non-start-safety time exceeded. Check fuel filter for blockage, check fuel lines 
for leaks and blockages. 
Check for blockages/restrictions in 
combustion air intake and exhaust system. 
Check operation and electrical connections 
to flame sensor-Replace glow pin/sensor 
assembly if necessary. 

2 Flame out during CombiHob operation. Check fuel filter for blockage, check fuel lines 
for leaks and blockages. 



Check for blockages/restrictions in 
combustion air intake and exhaust system. 
Check operation and electrical connections 
to flame sensor-Replace glow pin/sensor 
assembly if necessary. 

3 Low or high battery voltage. Check and rectify incorrect power supply. 

4 Flame sensor failure. Check wiring to flame sensor. 
Check flame sensor, replace if faulty, if not 
faulty, replace PCB. 

5 Communication error. Check control switch wiring & connections 
and PCB connections. 

6 PCB error. Check PCB electrical connections-Replace 
PCB if necessary. 

7 Fuel pump open or short circuit. Check fuel pump electrical connections. 
Check fuel pump loom for damage. 
Check fuel pump operation-Replace if 
necessary. 
If fuel pump is found to be OK-Replace PCB. 

8 Incorrect combustion fan speed, or 
combustion fan open or short circuit. 

Check and repair power supply connection to 
blower motor. Check operation of blower 
motor-Replace blower if necessary. 

9 Glow pin circuit open or short circuit, or 
glow pin fails to activate. 

Check glow pin for carbon build-up-Clean if 
necessary. 
Check all electrical connections to glow pin. 
Check glow pin operation (resistance value 
0.2 Ω)-Replace glow pin/sensor assembly if 
necessary. 

10 Incorrect blower lid fan speed, blower lid 
fan fails to start, or blower lid fan open or 
short circuit. 

Check wiring to blower lid. 
Check operation of blower lid fan-Replace if 
necessary. 

11 Overheat shutdown. Check wiring to blower lid. 
Check wiring to blower lid sensor. 
Check overheat sensor-Replace if necessary. 
If sensor and wiring OK-Replace PCB. 

12 Overheat sensor open or short circuit. Check wiring to blower lid. 
Check wiring to blower lid sensor. 
Check overheat sensor-Replace if necessary. 
If sensor and wiring OK-Replace PCB. 

13 Overheat detected in incorrect mode. Restart CombiHob in heating or cooking 
mode. If fault persists-Replace PCB. 

14 Atmospheric pressure sensor faulty. Check wiring to control switch, check wiring at 
PCB. If wiring OK-Replace control switch. If 
fault persists-Replace PCB. 
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Warranty 

Espar’s CombiHob warranty covers poor workmanship and component defects 

for a period of 24 months. Terms and conditions as apply. 

Warranty does not affect UK consumer rights. 

Warranty commences from date of purchase; a copy of the original purchase 

invoice will be required. 

Warranty does not cover wear and tear parts and consumables including fuses, 

glow pins, fuel filter and bottom matting. 

Repairs undertaken during the warranty period will not renew the original 

warranty period. 

Warranty will not apply if CombiHob has been modified, or non-Espar approved 

components or ancillaries have been added to the equipment. 

Warranty will not apply if CombiHob has not been installed in accordance with 

the instructions contained in this manual. 

Warranty will not apply if fault is due to poor power supply, poor fuel supply, 

water in fuel, corrosion due to poor location, water ingress. Please check and 

follow fault finding and flash codes sections before reporting a failure within 

warranty. 

Warranty will not apply if failure has occurred due to abuse, unreasonable 

treatment or use for which CombiHob was not intended. 

Espar’s warranty does not include removal and refitting of CombiHob, nor does 

it cover any third-party costs such as vehicle hire or loss of earnings. 

For a warranty repair to be carried out, remove CombiHob and fuel pump from 

vehicle or boat and send using an insured shipping method to Espar at the 

address at the end of this manual, using the original packaging. If warranty is 

applicable, Espar will repair and test CombiHob before returning it using insured 

shipping. 
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Main technical data 

Operating voltage 10.5-16 volts DC 

Maximum current draw during 
start-up 

8-10 amp 

Current consumption during 
operation. 

0.55-0.85 amp 

Heat output 900-2200 Watts 

Fuel Commercial diesel 

Fuel consumption 0.11-0.27 l/h 

Standby current consumption 1mA 

Air throughput 287 M³/hr 

Working temperature  -25°C-+35°C 

Maximum altitude 5000m 

Weight 11.8kg 

Dimensions 492 x 259 x 200mm 

Ventilation requirement ≥100mm 
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